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PocketWizard® Photo Products Announces                       
New Storage Solution 

PocketWizard G-Wiz Squared gadget bag perfect for the safe and convenient storage of 
multiple Plus® III’s and accessories 

So. Burlington, VT – August 1, 2012 – LPA Design, manufacturers of PocketWizard Photo 
Products, the world leader in wireless control of cameras, flash lighting and light meters, 
announces today the new G-Wiz Squared bag. Designed specifically for use with the 
PocketWizard Plus III Transceivers and accessories, this optimally-sized padded gear bag, 
available in three colors, packs a lot of room in a small space and still fits easily into a 
photographer’s complete gear bag. 
 
“This colorful new G-Wiz Squared bag offers photographers a convenient and secure solution to 
keep all their radios and coordinating accessories organized and together in one place for quick 
and easy access,” said Dave Schmidt, LPA Design’s VP of Marketing. “It’s the ideal storage 
solution for photographers that have invested in multiple Plus III Transceivers plus it’s a perfect 
general gadget bag as well.” 
 
The new PocketWizard G-Wiz Squared bag holds up to four Plus III’s and connector cables and  
features movable hook-n-loop padded dividers allowing photographers to customize this bag to fit 
their gear-packing needs. The G-Wiz Squared opens from the top allowing photographers to 
ensure at a glance that all their PocketWizard gear is neatly and safely packed away.  And, the 
padded movable dividers provide extra protection when traveling. 
 
Features include: zippered inside pocket perfect for connector cables, Super Snap Closure 
attachment straps, movable hook-n-loop padded dividers, 2.8" wide x 4.7" high by 4.7" deep, and 
durable rip-stop nylon construction. The G-Wiz Squared bags are available now in Black, Orange 
and Blue for around $25.  
 
About PocketWizard 
Incorporating the latest radio technology, PocketWizard radio triggers exceed the demands of the 
professional and serious amateur photographer with durability, ease of use, advanced capabilities 
and legendary reliability.  PocketWizard products, including the PLUS® III, PLUS® II, 
MultiMAX, MiniTT1® and FlexTT5® are made by LPA Design, based in South Burlington, 
Vermont and sold by distributors around the world including the MAC Group in the USA.  
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